A.R.M.
The Great Moodle Update

Or..
Any sufficiently advanced rollover of Moodle is indistinguishable from magic.
THE LANDSCAPE

STAFF TIERS

AIMING TO UPGRADE AESTHETIC & PERFORMANCE

FACULTIES
THE LANDSCAPE

Over 7000 Students 4 Campuses

100s of lecturers and staff.

Planning from Dec. 2017

STAFF TIERS

FACULTIES

AIMING TO UPGRADE AESTHETIC & PERFORMANCE
GETTING GDPR READY

CULTURE CHANGE

CONTENT EVALUATION
STRATEGY

MoodleArm.Griffith.ie created
June 2018

Evaluate, Back-up, Restore

Becomes Moodle.Griffith.ie
Sept. 2018

A.R.M.
Annual Rollover of Moodle
WHAT IS ANNUAL ROLLOVER OF MOODLE?

This means a new blank course page is provided, where you can easily move over what you know that works, and add what you think needs to be updated.

ALL OUT TRAINING CAMPAIGN
OUTLINE OF THE A.R.M. PROCESS

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTION

ALL OUT TRAINING CAMPAIGN
WHAT IS ANNUAL ROLLOVER OF MOODLE?

This means a new blank course page is provided, where you can easily move over what you know that works, and add what you think needs to be updated.

ALL OUT TRAINING CAMPAIGN
WHAT IS ANNUAL ROLLOVER OF MOODLE?

ALL OUT TRAINING CAMPAIGN

FACULTY MESSAGING

DROP-IN CLINICS

“HOUSE-TO-HOUSE”
Upgrade from Moodle 3.2
Moove theme running Moodle 3.4
We introduced these technologies, sitting on our live Moodle.
We introduced these technologies, sitting on our live Moodle.
“THE CLOSER WE GOT TO SEPTEMBER, THE MORE WE THOUGHT THE LAST MINUTE SCRAMBLE SCENARIO WOULD ARRIVE.”
“THE CLOSER WE GOT TO SEPTEMBER, THE MORE WE THOUGHT THE LAST MINUTE SCRAMBLE SCENARIO WOULD ARRIVE.”
11th HOUR PANIC!

THE NIGHTMARE:
EVERYONE BACKING-UP AND RESTORING GIGS-WORTH OF DATA OVER ONE WEEKEND

GULP..
Everything was fine. The transition smooth.
Everything was fine. The transition smooth.

MOST LECTURERS RESTORED COURSES OVER A TWO WEEK PERIOD – STAGGERED

NOT THE NIGHT BEFORE DAY 1, SEMESTER 1

THE SYSTEM DIDN’T GRIND TO A HALT

TRAINING WAS A SUCCESS
THANKS FOR YOUR TIME